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INTRODUCTION & GENERAL INFORMATION
The UIA World Forum of Mediation Centres was created in 2001. It brings together the
best commercial mediation practitioners and ADR centres from around the world,
together with managers, academics, teachers, trainers, young practitioners, and all
those interested in learning more about mediation.
The Forum takes place every 9 months in different countries around the world. It fosters
the exchange of views on the development of ADR, enhancing knowledge, and best
practices, giving new ideas, ensuring the best understanding of ADR, and learning from
other cultures.
The worldwide health crisis caused by COVID‐19 has driven us all to an unprecedented scenario and has led to no
other alternative than to postpone the UIA World Forum of Mediation Centres originally planned in Sydney. We are
currently working on an alternative date for a future Forum of which we will punctually inform you.
For the first time the Forum will take place virtually. This 28th Forum promises to be again very exceptional because
it will be the opportunity to gather experiences, ideas, observations about development of mediation and make
comparison to enhance our knowledge and our practice. The virtual Forum with its 4 sessions will be exciting as usual
and with the same quality substantive panels.
Do not miss this opportunity to learn and enhance your knowledge and practice about mediation.
The 28th Forum will be an unforgettable international event. Practitioners from all around the world have already
confirmed their participation.
Mark your diaries now, save the date and make sure to register!
We are looking forward to welcoming you to the virtual UIA 28th World Forum of Mediation Centres!
Fabienne VAN DER VLEUGEL,
President of the UIA World Forum of Mediation Centres,
VDV Avocats, Serris, France

LANGUAGE

HOW TO REGISTER

The working language will be
English.

Register online at www.uianet.org


FULL REGISTRATION – Including the 4 sessions

€ 200



STUDENT REGISTRATION (*) – Including the 4 sessions

€ 120



ONE, TWO OR THREE‐SESSION REGISTRATION

€ 60 per session

After registering, you will receive a confirmation email explaining how to join
the webinar as well as Practice Guidelines for distance learning for use by
participants.
Please note that the number of places is limited. The organisers reserve the
right to refuse registrations in the event of excess applications. Admission will
be on a first come – first served basis and will only be confirmed upon receipt
in full of the registration fees.
(*) Reserved for students under 30 years old. Please send a copy of your
student card to benefit from the special rate.

CONTINUING LEGAL
EDUCATION
Every participant attending
the Forum will receive a
“Certificate of Participation”
at the end of the event that
may be to obtain “Credits” for
“Continuing Legal Education”.

CONTACT &
INFORMATION
Please do not hesitate to
contact us at
uiacentre@uianet.org or by
phone +33 1 44 88 55 66
should you have any
questions.

PROGRAMME
SESSION N°1 - The Impact on International
Disputes of the Singapore Convention
Thursday, September 3, from 10:30 AM CEST to
11:30 AM CEST / 6:30 PM AEST to 7:30 PM AEST
The Singapore Convention offers benefits to disputants,
mediators, courts and governments akin to those achieved
by the New York Convention. Discussion.
Moderator & speaker: Professor Khory McCORMICK,
Griffith University, Brisbane, Australia
Speakers:
• Dr. Christopher WARD SC, Senior Counsel NSW Bar and
Adjunct Professor, Australian National University,
Canberra, Australia
• George LIM SC, Chairman of the Singapore International
Mediation Centre, Singapore

SESSION N°2 - MODRON
Thursday, September 3, from 12:00 PM CEST to 1:00
PM CEST / 8:00 PM AEST to 9:00 PM AEST
The worldwide pandemic situation has provoked multiple
changes in the management of enterprises, the day-to-day
life, the human behaviour and the alternative dispute
resolutions methods. In June 2013, during the UIA
Mediation Forum organised in Czech Republic, the
importance of online dispute resolution was underlined.
During the Singapore Forum of October 2017, participants
had the opportunity to be introduced to the newest
dispute resolution technology MODRON. MODRON is the
first ever online dispute resolution product which uses
cloud technology and integrated tools to enable
mediators to resolve disputes and manage their cases
online. Now, for some disputes, it seems time to adapt
your practice and feel comfortable with modern
instruments. This session is an unique opportunity to
challenge your dynamic.
Moderator & speaker: Nathan POLITO, CEO, MODRON,
Sydney, Australia
Speakers:
• Alan L. LIMBURY, Managing Director, Strategic
Resolution, Co‐Founder of LEADR (now Resolution
Institute), Woolloomooloo, Australia
• Fabienne VAN DER VLEUGEL, President of the UIA World
Forum of Mediation Centres, VDV Avocats, Serris, France
• Ross W. STODDARD, III, Attorney‐Mediator, Dallas, TX,
USA
• Professor Dr. Renate DENDORFER-DITGES, Partner /
Lawyer / Arbitrator / Mediator, DITGES, Partnerschaft
mbB, Bonn, Germany

SESSION N°3 - Mediation and Space Law
Friday, September 4, from 10:30 AM CEST to 11:30
AM CEST / 6:30 PM AEST to 7:30 PM AEST
Dispute resolution in space law: consider the possibilities.
The formal utilisation of mediation in space law disputes is
not mainstream. There are various interesting and unique
dispute avoidance / dispute resolution methodologies that
are a part of commercial and multilateral space activities,
of which mediation is just one element.
This session would allow participants at the Forum to gain
a feel for the sometimes unique nature of space
transactions and to consider how perhaps mediation may
in the future become a more significant element.
Moderator & speaker: Steven FREELAND, Professor of
International Law at Western Sydney University and
Principal at Azimuth Advisory, Sydney, Australia
Speakers:
• Donna LAWLER, Commercial space lawyer, Principal at
Azimuth Advisory, Sydney, Australia
• Lucy STEWARDSON, Lawyer, Associate at Liedekerke
Wolters Waelbroeck Kirkpatrick, Brussels, Belgium

SESSION N°4 - Mediation as a Profession –
Setting the standards
Friday, September 4, from 12:00 PM CEST to 1:00 PM
CEST / 8:00 PM AEST to 9:00 PM AEST
Everyone is talking about standards. Standards are an
important part of having mediation recognised as a
profession and taking its rightful place as a key component
in the dispute resolution landscape. The notion of
‘standards’ is often contentious because it can be difficult
to strike the balance between being too general or being
too restrictive. This session will provide a range of
perspectives on the role of standards. It will also provide
strategies for developing evidence-based standards using
techniques drawn from other disciplines such as
Education.
Moderator: Dr. Rosemary HOWELL, Strategic Action Pty
Ltd, Professorial Visiting Fellow, University of New South
Wales, Woolloomooloo, Australia
Speakers:
• Danielle HUTCHINSON, Lawyer and Mediator, Director,
Resolution Resources, Melbourne, Australia
• Emma-May LITCHFIELD, Workplace Facilitator at
Department of Health and Human Services, Victoria;
Director, Resolution Resources, Melbourne, Australia
• Bianca KEYS, Chairperson, Australian Mediator Standards
Board (National Mediator Accreditation System), Sydney,
Australia

CANCELLATION CONDITIONS AND GENERAL CONDITIONS
CANCELLATION CONDITIONS
All cancellations will be subject to a 50% deduction and will
have to be sent in writing, to be received by the
International Association of Lawyers (UIA – Union
Internationale des Avocats) no later than August 28, 2020.
No refund will be made for cancellations received after
this date.
A participant, who cannot attend, may send a substitute
participant without any additional cost. Please inform the
UIA in writing (uiacentre@uianet.org) prior to the event.

GENERAL CONDITIONS
All registrations received by the International Association
of Lawyers (UIA – Union Internationale des Avocats) along
with the full payment of fees corresponding to the events
selected will be confirmed in writing. If you have not
received an email confirmation within 48 hours after your
registration,
please
contact
the
team
at
uiacentre@uianet.org
The UIA reserves the right to cancel or postpone the
webinar to a later date, change the programme, make any
corrections or modifications in the information published
in the programme and cancel any invitation to participate
in the webinar, at any time and at their entire discretion,
without having to provide any reasons for the same.
Neither the UIA, nor any of its managers, employees,
agents, members or representatives shall be held
responsible for any loss or damage, of any nature, suffered
(directly or indirectly) by a delegate, accompanying person
or a third party following any cancellations, changes,
postponements or modifications.
Neither the UIA, nor any of its managers, employees,
agents, members or representatives shall be held
responsible for any loss or damage, of any nature
whatever, suffered (directly or indirectly) by a delegate or
accompanying person, except in case of death or personal
injury due to gross negligence by the UIA.
The contractual relations between the UIA and each
participant (delegate) in relation to the webinar are
subject to French law and jurisdiction, to the exclusion of
any other law. Paris is the city of jurisdiction.
FILMING, PHOTOGRAPHY AND SOUND RECORDING
In registering for our events, delegates and speakers grant
permission to the UIA, its agents and others working under
its authority, to film, record or photograph at its events. It
is understood that these recordings and photographs may
be used for promotional, news, online/multimedia and/or

marketing purposes for the promotion of the organisation
and its events. If you wish to be excluded from any
recording or photograph, please email us at
uiacentre@uianet.org at the time of your registration.
FORCE MAJEURE
“Force majeure” means any events external to the
parties, of both an unforeseeable and insurmountable
nature that prevents either the client or the participants,
or the agency or service providers involved in organising
the seminar, from executing all or part of the obligations
provided for in the present agreement. By express
agreement, such will be the case in the event of a strike
affecting the means of transport, hotel staff, air traffic
controllers, an insurrection, a riot or any prohibition
whatsoever decreed by governmental or public
authorities.
It is expressly agreed that for the parties, a case of force
majeure would suspend the execution of their reciprocal
obligations. At the same time, each of the parties shall
bear the burden of all the expenses incumbent upon
them, resulting from the case of force majeure.

PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION
The personal data that you communicate to us shall be
processed by the International Association of Lawyers (UIA –
Union Internationale des Avocats), with its registered office at
20 rue Drouot, 75009 Paris (Tel: +33 1 44 88 55 66 - Fax: +33 1
44 88 55 77 - privacy@uianet.org), in accordance with Act No.
78-17 of January 6, 1978 relating to data, files and freedoms and
Regulation No. 2016/679 on data protection, as of its entry into
force on May 25, 2018. Your data will be managed by UIA's
General Services, Events and Accounts Section:
 For the purpose of administering your registration for the
event and your on-site access to the event;
 In order to pay for the selected services - your bank details will
be deleted after receipt of your payment;
 In order to communicate information messages from UIA.
To the extent necessary for the execution of their respective
tasks, our subcontractors in charge of our seminar organisation,
our IT infrastructure, our management, the production and
maintenance of our website and extranet, are likely to gain
access to your data from time to time. Their servers are located
in the European Union.
Data relating to your participation in the event shall be stored
for a period of 10 years. We are obliged to archive billing data
until the end of the period required for our tax and accounting
obligations, i.e. for 7 full tax years. We shall store your contact
information to keep you informed until you ask us to stop. You
have the right to access your data and have it corrected if
necessary.
You may object to any processing of your data undertaken by us
for the purposes of our legitimate interests. If you wish for more
information, or to lodge a complaint, please contact CNIL
(French Data Protection Authority
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